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Abstract
In this paper, we characterize linear operators on real matrices that preserve multivari-
ate majorization. We place no additional restrictions on the linear operator. © 2000 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Majorization is a topic of much interest in various areas of mathematics and stat-
istics. If x and y are nonincreasing n-vectors of nonnegative real numbers such thatPk
iD1 xi 6
Pk
iD1 yi for k D 1; : : : ; n with equality at k D n, then we say that x
is (vector) majorized by y and write x  y. Equivalently, if two row vectors have
the relationship x  y then there is a doubly stochastic matrix D such that x D
yD. Our interest is in the subject of majorizationfor matrices. The matrix version
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of majorization is that an m n real matrix A is majorized by B if there is a
matrix X such that A D BX. We are interested in a specific type of majorization
of matrices.
Definition 1.1. Let A and B bem n real matrices. Then A is said to be multivariate
majorized by B, written A  B, if there exists an n n doubly stochastic matrix D
such that A D BD.
For more information on both vector and matrix majorization and their applica-
tions see [1,2,5,7,8].
A linear operator T V Mm;n.R/! Mm;n.R/ is said to preserve a relation R on
Mm;n.R/ if .X; Y / 2 R implies .T .X/; T .Y // 2 R.
In this paper, we consider operators that preserve multivariate majorization. The
topic of linear preservers is of interest to a large group of matrix theorists. See [9] for
a survey of linear preserver problems. Ando [2], characterized the linear operators
which preserve vector majorization (equivalently, that preserve multivariate major-
ization on M1;n.R/). His characterization is the basis for our work and is stated as
Lemma 2.6. A characterization of linear operators which strongly preserve multivari-
ate majorization (X  Y iff T .X/  T .Y /) withm D n, can be found in [3,4]. Here,
we shall characterize all linear operators which preserve multivariate majorization
with no conditions onm;n; or T.
2. Main results
Let T be a linear operator on Mm;n.R/ and j be the row vector of all ones,
T1; : : : ; 1U. Also, let J denote the matrix in Mm;n.R/ all of whose entries equal 1.
Throughout all vectors are row vectors unless explicitly specified. Let DS.n/ be the
set of n n doubly stochastic matrices, i.e., nonnegative matrices with all row sums
and column sums equal to one. By Birkhoff’s Theorem (e.g., see [6]), DS.n/ is the
convex hull of the set P.n/ of n n permutation matrices. Also, notation ATjU is
the submatrix of A with rows in  and columns in . So ATij1   nU is the ith row of
A. We use xi to denote the ith component of x. We now define two linear mappings,
which are fixed throughout the paper.
Definition 2.1. Define r V Mm;n.R/ ! Rm by .r.X//i = PnkD1 xik , where X DTxij U. That is, .r.X// is the column vector whose ith component is the ith row sum
of X, equivalently .r.X//i D .Xjt /i : Define D : Mm;n.R/ ! Mm.R/ by D.X/ =
diagfd11.X/; : : : ; dmm.X/g, where dii.X/ DPnkD1 xik . Thus,D.X/ is the diagonal
matrix whose main diagonal is the vector r.X/:
Lemma 2.2. If B is any element of Mm.R/ and X is any element of DS.n/, then
D.B/ D D.BX/ and r.B/ D r.BX/:
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Proof. Let B 2 Mm;n.R/ and X 2 DS.n/: Let A D BX: Then the .i; i/ entry of
D.A/ D D.BX/ is
nX
kD1
aikD
nX
kD1
.BX/ik D
nX
kD1
nX
tD1
.bitxtk/
D
nX
tD1
bit
nX
kD1
xtk D
nX
tD1
bit ; 1 6 i 6 n:
That is, D.A/ D D.BX/ D D.B/. Similarly r.B/ D r.BX/: 
Corollary 2.3. Let G 2 Mm.R/ and H 2 Mm;n.R/. Let the linear operator T V
Mm;n.R/! Mm;n.R/ be defined by T .X/ D GD.X/H: Then T preserves multivari-
ate majorization.
Proof. Let A;B 2 Mm;n.R/, and suppose A  B. Then for some X 2 DS.n/, A D
BX. By Lemma 2.2 we haveD.BX/ D D.B/. Then T .A/ D GD.A/H D GD.BX/
H D GD.B/H D T .B/ and hence T .A/  T .B/. 
Lemma 2.4. LetE;F 2 Mm.R/, P 2 P.n/ and the linear operatorT V Mm;n.R/!
Mm;n.R/ be defined by T .X/ D EXP C FD.X/J. Then T preserves multivariate
majorization.
Proof. Let A and B in Mm;n.R/: Suppose A  B and Y is a doubly stochastic
matrix such that A D BY . Then T .A/ D T .BY / D EBYP C FD.BY/J. Now we
letQDP tYP and note thatQ 2 DS.n/. So T .A/DEBPQCFD.BY/JDEBPQC
FD.B/J, by Lemma 2.2. Since JQ D J for any Q 2 DS.n/; we have that T .A/ D
.EBP C FD.B/J/Q D T .B/Q and hence T .A/  T .B/. 
Let Di denote the diagonal matrix whose .i; i/ entry is 1 and all others are zero,
so that DiA is the matrix whose ith row is the ith row of A and all other entries are
zero.
Theorem 2.5. Let T be a linear operator on Mm;n.R/. Then the following are
equivalent:
(i) T preserves multivariate majorization.
(ii) Either
(a) there exist matrices G 2 Mm.0; 1/ and H1;H2; : : : ; Hm 2 Mm;n.R/ such
that T .X/ DPmlD1DlGD.X/Hl for all X 2 Mm;n.R/ or
(b) there exist matrices B;C 2 Mm.R/ and a permutation matrix P 2 P.n/
such that T .X/ D BXP C CD.X/J for all X 2 Mm;n.R/.
Observe that D.X/J D r.X/tj so that in Theorem 2.5 part (ii)(b) we could have
written:
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(ii).b0/ There exist matricesB;C 2 Mm.R/ and a permutation matrix P 2 P.n/
such that T .X/ D BXP C Cr.X/tj for all X 2 Mm;n.R/.
The remaining part of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.5. The proof
uses the following lemmas. We state here the row version of Ando’s characterization.
Lemma 2.6 [2, Corollary 2.7]. Let T V Rn ! Rn preserve (vector) majorization,
then either
(i) T .x/ D (PniD1 xi a for some a 2 Rn or
(ii) T .x/ D xP C γ (PniD1 xij for some ; γ 2 R and P 2 P.n/.
The next lemma follows directly from Lemma 2.4.
Lemma 2.7. Let the linear operator T onMm;n.R/ preserve multivariate majoriz-
ation and B 2 Mm.R/. Then
S.X/ D T .X/C BD.X/J
preserves multivariate majorization.
Lemma 2.8. If T V Mm;n.R/! Mm;n.R/ preserves multivariate majorization, then
Sij V Rn ! Rn defined by Sij .x/ = the jth row of
T
266666666664
0
:::
0
x
0
:::
0
377777777775
. − ith row/
preserves (vector) majorization.
Proof. Suppose that x  y so that x D yD for some D 2 DSn. Let
X D
266666666664
0
:::
0
x
0
:::
0
377777777775
. − ith row/ and Y D
266666666664
0
:::
0
y
0
:::
0
377777777775
. − ith row/:
Then X  Y since X D YD. Thus, T .X/  T .Y / so for some E 2 Dn, T .X/ D
T .Y /E and hence T .X/Tj j1; : : : ; nU D T .Y /ETj j1; : : : ; nU D T .Y /Tj j1; : : : ; nUE.
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But, by the definition of Sij we have that Sij .x/ D Sij .y/E. Thus Sij preserves vector
majorization. 
Lemma 2.9. If T V Mm;n.R/! Mm;n.R/ preserves multivariate majorization, then
for 1 6 i 6 m and 1 6 j 6 n there exist vectors ai;j 2 Rn; permutation matrices
Pi;j 2 P.n/; and scalars ij ; ij and γij with ij D 0 or 1, ij ij D 0 and ij γij
D 0; such that
T
26664
x1
x2
:::
xm
37775 D
2666664
:::
mX
lD1
 
il
 
nX
kD1
xlk
!
ail C ilxlPil C γil
 
nX
kD1
xlk
!
j
!
:::
3777775
. − ith row/
Proof. Row i of T .X/ is2666664T
2666664
x1
0
0
:::
0
3777775C T
2666664
0
x2
0
:::
0
3777775C    C T
2666664
0
:::
0
0
xm
3777775
3777775 Ti j 1   nU
D T
2666664
x1
0
0
:::
0
3777775 Ti j 1    nU C T
2666664
0
x2
0
:::
0
3777775 Ti j 1   nU C    C T
2666664
0
:::
0
0
xm
3777775 Ti j 1   nU:
By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8, we have that there exist vectors ai;j 2 Rn, permutation
matrices Pi;j 2 P.n/; and scalars ij; ij and γij with ij D 0 or 1, ij ij D 0, and
ij γij D 0, such that row i of T .X/ is"
i1
 
nX
kD1
x1k
!
ai1 C i1x1Pi1 C γi1
 
nX
kD1
x1k
!
j
#
C   
C
"
im
 
nX
kD1
xmk
!
aim C imxmPim C γim
 
nX
kD1
xmk
!
j
#
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D
mX
lD1
 
il
 
nX
kD1
xlk
!
ail C ilxlPil
C γil
 
nX
kD1
xlk
!
j
!
; 1 6 i 6 m: 
Lemma 2.10. Suppose for some a not a multiple of j, we have
T
266666666666666666664
0
:::
0
xj
0
:::
0
xl
0
:::
0
377777777777777777775
Ti j 1   nU D
"
ij
 
nX
kD1
xjk
!
aC ilxlPil C γil
 
nX
kD1
xlk
!
j
#
:
If T preserves multivariate majorization, then necessarily ij il D 0 for all l =D j
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, by Lemma 2.7, that γil D 0; by
subtracting γilD.X/j. Further, without loss of generality, we may assume that j D 1;
and l D 2. Suppose ij D 1, il D  =D 0. Suppressing subscripts we have
T
2666664
x
y
0
:::
0
3777775 Ti j 1   nU D
 
nX
kD1
xk
!
aC y:
Further for a D Ta1; a2; : : : ; anU we may assume that a1 =D a2 D 0 for otherwise we
again redefine T by subtracting a proper multiple ofD.X/j from T .X/ using Lemma
2.7. Let
X D
2666666664
1 0    0
0 − a2

− a3

   − an

0 0    0
:::
.
.
.
0 0    0
3777777775
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and
D D
2666666664
1 0    0
0 0 1 0    0
0 0 1 0
:::
.
.
.
0
.
.
. 1
0 1 0    0 0
3777777775
:
Then
XD D
2666666664
1 0    0
0 − an

− a2

   − an−1

0 0    0
:::
.
.
.
0 0    0
3777777775
:
Now, XD  X; so T .XD/  T .X/: Here
T .X/D

aC T0 − a2

− a3

   − an

U
     

D

a1 0    0
     

and
T .XD/D

aC T0 − an

− a2

   − an−1

U
     

D

a1 a2 − an a3 − a2    an − an−1
     

:
Since T .XD/T .X/, there is a doubly stochastic matrixQDTqij U such that T .XD/D
T .X/Q. Therefore considering only the first row of T .X/ and T .XD/ we have
a1 0    0

QDa1q11 a1q12    a1q1n
Da1 a2 − an    an − an−1 :
Thus, we have that q11 D 1 and since Q is doubly stochastic, we have that q12 D
q13 D    D q1n D 0. Therefore a2 D a3 D    D an D 0; since a2 D 0, and thus,
a D Ta1; 0; : : : ; 0U:
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Now let
Y D
2666666664
1 0    0
− a1

0 0    0
0 0    0
:::
.
.
.
0 0    0
3777777775
and J D
26664
1
n
   1
n  
:::
.
.
.
1
n
   1
n
37775
so that
YJ D
266666664
1
n
1
n
   1
n
− a1
n
− a1
n
   − a1
n
0 0
.
.
. 0
:::
:::
0    0
377777775
 Y:
It follows that T .YJ /  T .Y /, but
T .Y / D
Ta1 0    0U C T− a1 0    0U
     

D

0


and
T .YJ /D
264
 
nX
kD1
1
n
!
aC .YJ /2

375 D .1/ aC .YJ /2

D
Ta1 0    0U C(− a1n j
  

D

n−1
n
a1 − a1n    − a1n

=D

0


:
Since the only vector which the zero vector majorizes is itself, we have a contradic-
tion. 
Corollary 2.11. If T V Mm;n.R/! Mm;n.R/ preserves multivariate majorization,
then the jth row of T26664
x1
x2
:::
xm
37775
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is either
(i) PmlD1 jl PnkD1 xlk aj l for some jl 2 f0; 1g and aj l 2 Rn; or
(ii) PmlD1 jlxlPjl C γjl(PnkD1 xlkj for some jl; γjl 2 R and Pjl 2 P.n/.
Proof. By Lemma 2.9 we have that the j th row of T26664
x1
x2
:::
xm
37775
is 2666664
:::
mX
lD1
 
jl
 
nX
kD1
xlk
!
aj l C jlxlPjl C γjl
 
nX
kD1
xlk
!
j
!
:::
3777775 :
Suppose that jl D 1 and aj l is not a multiple of j. By Lemma 2.6 we have that
jljl D 0. By Lemma 2.10 we have that jljr D 0 for all r =D l. 
Lemma 2.12. If T V Mm;n.R/! Mm;n.R/ preserves multivariate majorization and
T
266666666664
0
:::
0
xi
0
:::
0
377777777775
has at least two nonzero rows, one of which, say the jth, is PnkD1 xikaji for some
nonzero vector aji which is not a multiple of j; and the other, say the lth, is lixlPli C
γli
(Pn
kD1 xik
 j for some li; γli 2 R and Pli 2 P.n/; then il D 0.
Proof. Suppose li =D 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume γli D 0;
li D 1 and Pli D I . Also, as above, we may assume that a1 =D 0 and a2 D 0 when
aji D a D

a1; a2; a3; : : : ; an

. Further by permuting, we may assume i D 1; j D 1
and l D 2. So
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T
26664
x
0
:::
0
37775 D
26666664
hXn
iD1xi
i
a
x

:::

37777775 :
Now let x D
h
2
3 ;
1
3 ; 0; : : : ; 0
i
, then
T
26664
x
0
:::
0
37775 D
2666664
.1/ a
x

:::

3777775 :
Let
D D
2666666664
1
2
1
2 0    0
1
2
1
2 0    0
::: 1
:::
0
.
.
. 0
0 0    0 1
3777777775
so that D is a doubly stochastic matrix. Then
xD D  23 13 0    0
D D  12 12 0    0
  23 13 0    0 :
So
T
26664
x
0
:::
0
37775 D
24a1 0 a3    an2
3
1
3 0    0
A1
35
and
T
0BBB@
26664
x
0
:::
0
37775D
1CCCA D
24a1 0 a3    an1
2
1
2 0    0
A2
35 :
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Since
T
0BBB@
26664
x
0
:::
0
37775D
1CCCA  T
0BBB@
26664
x
0
:::
0
37775
1CCCA ;
there is a doubly stochastic matrix
Q D
266664
r t 3    
s u 3    
 

 
377775
such that
T
0BBB@
26664
x
0
:::
0
37775D
1CCCA D T
0BBB@
26664
x
0
:::
0
37775
1CCCAQ:
Comparing the second row then we have 1
2
1
2 0    0
 D 23 r C 13 s 23 t C 13u 233 C 133     :
Here we have 233 C 133 D 0 so that 3 D 3 D 0, etc. Since Q is doubly stochastic,
we must have that
Q D
2666664
r 1− r 0    0
1− r r 0    0
0 0
:::
::: A3
0 0
3777775 :
Further, since 23r C 13 .1− r/ D 12 we have that r D 12 : So considering the first row
of the image we have
a1 0 a3    an

QDa1r a1.1− r/    
D a12 a12    
Da1 0 a3    an :
This implies that a1 D 0; which is a contradiction. 
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Lemma 2.13. If
T
2666664
x1
x2
0
:::
0
3777775 D
26666664
Xn
iD1x1i

a
x2

:::

37777775
for some a which is not a multiple of j; then T does not preserve multivariate
majorization.
Proof. Suppose T preserves multivariate majorization. Without loss of generality,
a D a1; 0; a3; : : : ; an and a1 =D 0. Then2666664
1 0 0    0
0 1 0    0
0 0 0 0
:::
:::
.
.
.
0 0 0
3777775 
2666664
0 1 0    0
1 0 0    0
0 0 0
:::
:::
.
.
.
0 0 0
3777775 ;
so we must have that
264 a0 1 0    0
:::
:::  . . .
375 D T
2666664
1 0 0    0
0 1 0    0
0 0 0 0
:::
:::
.
.
.
0 0 0
3777775
 T
2666664
0 1 0    0
1 0 0    0
0 0 0
:::
:::
.
.
.
0 0 0
3777775 D T
264 a1 0 0    0
:::
:::  . . .
375 :
But then
a
0 1 0    0



a
1 0 0    0

;
and hence, there is a doubly stochastic matrix D such that
a
0 1 0    0

D

a
1 0 0    0

D:
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It follows, by considering the second rows, that the first row of D must be
0 1 0    0 :
Thus a D a1 0 a3    an D aD D  a1      which implies
a1 D 0: This is a contradiction. 
Corollary 2.14. If T V Mm;n.R/! Mm;n.R/ preserves multivariate majorization,
either
(i) there exist matrices G 2 Mm.0; 1/ and H1;H2; : : : ; Hm 2 Mm;n.R/ such that
T .X/ DPmlD1DlGD.X/Hl for all X 2 Mm;n.R/ or
(ii)
T .X/ D
26664
:::Xn
kD1bikxkPik
:::
37775C CD.X/J
for some bik 2 R; C 2 Mm;n.R/; and Pil 2 P.n/ for all X 2 Mm;n.R/.
Proof. By Corollary 2.11, each row of T .X/ is either of the form
(i) PmlD1 jl PnkD1 xlk aj l for some jl 2 f0; 1g and aj l 2 Rn, or
(ii) PmlD1 jlxlPjl C γjl(PnkD1 xlkj for some jl; γjl 2 R and Pjl 2 P.n/.
If ij D 0 for all .i; j/ then case (ii) holds. If ij D 0 for all .i; j/ then case (i)
holds since if a row is γjl
(Pn
kD1 xlk
j one can let aj l D γ j. Suppose that ij D 1
and rs =D 0. By permuting rows and columns, and by use of Lemma 2.4 we may
assume that 11 D 1, 22 D 1, P22 D I and γij D 0 for all .i; j/. Thus
T
2666664
x1
x2
0
:::
0
3777775 D
26666664
Xn
iD1x1i

a
x2

:::

37777775 :
By Lemma 2.13 T does not preserve multivariate majorization, a contradiction. 
Lemma 2.15. Let S V Mm;n.R/! Mm;n.R/ be defined by
S.X/ D S
26664
x1
x2
:::
xm
37775 D
26666664
Xm
lD1a1lxlP1l
:::
:::Xm
lD1amlxlPml
37777775 ;
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where Pil 2 P.n/. If S preserves multivariate majorization, then P1l D P2l D   
D Pml .
Proof. Consider
S.X/ D S
26664
x1
0
:::
0
37775 D
266664
11x1P11
:::
:::
m1x1Pm1
377775 :
Suppose P11 =D P21 and 11; 21 =D 0. We may assume without loss of generality that
P11 D I and P21 D P , where .1/ D 2 and .k/ D 1 for some k > 1.
Case 1. k =D 2. Let x1 D T1; 2; 0; : : : ; 0U and
D D
2666664
 1−  0    0
1−   0    0
0 0
:::
::: In−2
0 0
3777775
with  =D 1. Since XD  X we have S.XD/  S.X/. Therefore26664
11x1D
21x1DP21
:::
m1x1DPm1
37775 
26664
11x1I
21x1P21
:::
m1x1Pm1
37775
and consequently26664
11x1D
21x1DP21
:::
m1x1DPm1
37775 D
26664
11x1I
21x1P21
:::
m1x1Pm1
37775Q
for some Q 2 DS.n/. It follows that x1D D x1Q and x1DP21 D x1P21Q since 11;
21 =D 0.
Let
Q D
266664
r t v    
s u w    
 

 
377775 :
Then x1D D T2−  1C  0    0U and x1Q D Tr C 2s t C 2u v C 2w     U:
Thus we have that r C 2s D 2− , t C 2u D 1C , and v C 2w D 0. Since Q is
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doubly stochastic it follows that v D w D    D 0, so that t D 1− r , s D 1− r and
u D r . Further, since r C 2s D 2− , we have that r D . That is
Q D
2666664
 1−  0    0
1−   0    0
0 0  
:::
:::  . . .
0 0  
3777775 :
Now, x1DP21 D T0 2−       U and x1P21Q D T1−       U: Thus
0 D 1−  so that  D 1, a contradiction.
Case 2. k D 2. Let x1 D T0 1 2    0U and
D D
266666664
1 0 0 0    0
0  1−  0    0
0 1−   0    0
0 0 0
:::
:::
::: In−2
0 0 0
377777775
for some 0 <  < 1. Since, as above,XD  X we have S.XD/  S.X/. Therefore26664
11x1D
21x1DP21
:::
m1x1DPm1
37775 
26664
11x1I
21x1P21
:::
m1x1Pm1
37775
and consequently26664
11x1D
21x1DP21
:::
m1x1DPm1
37775 D
26664
11x1I
21x1P21
:::
m1x1Pm1
37775Q
for some Q 2 DS.n/. It follows that x1D D x1Q and x1DP21 D x1P21Q since 11;
21 =D 0:
Let
Q D
26666664
r s t u    
v w x y    
a b c d      
 

 
37777775 :
Since x1D D x1Q we have T0 2−  1C  0    0U D Tv C 2a w C 2b x C
2c y C 2d   U. Since Q is doubly stochastic, as above it follows that
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Q D
2666666664
r 0 0 u    
0  1−  0    0
0 1−   0    0
 0 0     
 

 
3777777775
:
Now, since x1DP21 D x1P21Q we have T2−  0    U D Tr    U, so that
r D 2− . But r 6 1 and  < 1, a contradiction.
Thus in either case, we have arrived at a contradiction and hence P21 D In and
hence it follows that P11 D P21 D    D Pm1. 
Lemma 2.16. Let S V Mm;n.R/! Mm;n.R/ be defined by
S.X/ D S
26664
x1
x2
:::
xm
37775 D
26666664
Xm
lD1a1lxlP1l
:::
:::Xm
lD1amlxlP1l
37777775 ;
where P1l 2 P.n/. If S preserves multivariate majorization, then P11 D P12 D   
D P1n:
Proof. Suppose P11 =D P12 and, without loss of generality, 11 D 1; 12 =D 0;
P11 D I and let b D 12. We can also assume without loss of generality that P12 D
P with .1/ D 2 and .k/ D 1 for some k. Thus,
S.X/ D S
2666664
x1
x2
0
:::
0
3777775 D
26664
x1 C bx2P12

:::

37775 :
We consider two cases.
Case 1. k =D 2. Let
X D
2666664
0 1 0    0
0 0    b    0
0 0
:::
::: O
0 0
3777775 ;
where b in the second row is in the kth column. Then
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S.X/ D S
2666664
x1
x2
0
:::
0
3777775 D
26664
b2 1 0    0

:::

37775 :
Now let
D D
2666664
0 1 0    0
1 0 0    0
0 0
:::
::: In−2
0 0
3777775
and then
XD D
2666664
1 0 0    0
0 0 0    b    0
0 0
:::
::: O
0 0
3777775 and S.XD/ D
26664
b2 C 1 0    0

:::

37775 :
Here, S.XD/  S.X/ since XD  X, and thus there is a doubly stochastic matrix
Q D Tqij U such that
S.XD/ D S.X/Q D
26664
b2q11 C q21 b2q12 C q22 b2q13 C q23   

:::

37775 :
This implies b2q11 C q21 D b2 C 1, b2q12 C q22 D 0. These yield q12 D q22 D 0
because Q has all entries nonnegative. Similarly q13 D q23 D 0; : : : ; q1n D q2n D 0:
Therefore q11 D q21 D 1. This contradicts that Q is doubly stochastic.
Case 2. k D 2. Here
P12 D
240 11 0
P
0
12
35 2 P.n/:
If multiplication on the left by P12 permutes the third column to the ith, i > 3, let
X D
2666664
1 0 0    0
0 0 1
b
   0
0 0
:::
::: 0
0 0
3777775 :
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Then for D as above,
XD D
2666664
1 0 0 0    0
0 1
b
0 0    0
0 0 0
:::
:::
::: 0
0 0 0
3777775 ;
S.X/ D
26664
1 0    0 1 0    0

:::

37775 ;
where the second 1 in the first row is in the ith column, and
S.XD/ D
26664
2 0 0 0    0

:::

37775 :
Here, S.XD/  S.X/ since XD  X, and thus there is a doubly stochastic matrix
Q D Tqij U such that
S.XD/ D S.X/Q D
26664
.q11 C qi1/ .q12 C qi2/ .q13 C qi3/   

:::

37775 :
Thus .q11 C qi1/ D 2; .q12 C qi2/ D 0; .q13 C qi3/ D 0, etc. Thus, since Q is doubly
stochastic, we have q12 D qi2 D q13 D qi3 D    D q1m D qim D 0 so that q11
D qi1 D 1, a contradiction since q11 C qi1 6 1.
Arriving at a contradiction in both cases, we have established the lemma. 
Now we can prove Theorem 2.5.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. From Corollary 2.14, T .X/ must have one of the forms:
Either:
(i) There exist matrices G 2 Mm.0; 1/ and H1;H2; : : : ; Hm 2 Mm;n.R/ such that
T .X/ DPmlD1DlGD.X/Hl for all X 2 Mm;n.R/ or
(ii)
T .X/ D
2664
:::Pn
kD1 bikxkPik
:::
3775 C CD.X/J
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for some bik 2 R, C 2 Mm;n.R/, and Pil 2 P.n/ for all X 2 Mm;n.R/.
In the second case, from Lemmas 2.15, 2.16 and 2.7 we have
T .X/ D
2664
:::Pn
kD1 bikxkP
:::
3775C CD.X/J D BXP C CD.X/J
for some matrix B D TajiU 2 Mm and permutation matrix P 2 P.n/. 
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